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PREVIEWS

17-23 SEPTEMBER 1984: RILA
SECOND HILANDAR CONFERENCE

The Conference is organized by the Centar za Kirilometodievistika of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (1113 SOFIA, ul. 'Akad.G.Bončev' 6) at the Rila Monastery. It will concentrate on questions of description of Slavic manuscripts and the role of the monasteries in the Balkans. Polata knigopisnaja will publish a comprehensive review of the proceedings.

25-30 SEPTEMBER 1984: SOFIA
THIRD SESSION OF THE CIBAL COMMISSION ON MANUSCRIPTS

The Session is organized by the Centre international d'information sur les sources de l'histoire balkanique (1000 SOFIA, ul. 'Moskovska' 45 - cf. also Polata knigopisnaja 2(1979):88-89, 8(1983):62-65) in order to review the descriptive terminology to be used in the Summary Catalogue of 'Narrative Monuments' Concerning the History and Culture of the Balkan Peoples, as well as in full scientific descriptions. Polata knigopisnaja will publish a comprehensive review of the proceedings and will endeavour to use this session as a starting point to organise a special issue devoted to the problems of manuscript description in general (this, of course, is an old desideratum of your editors, cf. Polata knigopisnaja 2(1979):3, 3(1980):2).

14-23 AUGUST 1985: SOFIA
FOURTH SUMMER COLLOQUIUM OF OLD BULGARIAN STUDIES

The Colloquium is organized jointly by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Sofia University under the direction of colleague D. PETKANOVA (1000 SOFIA, Bul. 'Ruski' 15); it promises to be as before (cf. Polata knigopisnaja 2(1979):31-41, 5(1981):29-41, 8(1983):38-62) a major event in Old Slavic Studies in general. Your editors welcome your offers for (separate) reviews of the codicological/ textological/ linguistic aspects of papers presented at this occasion.